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The purpose of the Dental Business Institute Program 
is to educate, train, and develop entrepreneurial 
dentists to successfully lead, manage, govern, and grow 
dental practices of any shape or size from solo practice, 
to managed group practice, to corporate models.

Courageous 
Leadership
with Katherine Eitel Belt 
LionSpeak



Session One:  Introduction to 
Courageous Leadership

Warning: This program may seem more like a lesson in personal growth than traditional leadership. 
And in many ways, it is. Because what is leadership if not the ability to lead yourself and others? Your 
leadership is a direct reflection of your own ability to lead yourself. The degree to which you can lead 
yourself in times of doubt, uncertainty, loss, failure, and even triumph will be directly commensurate 
with your ability to lead others in the same way and at the same time. Growing your level of 
emotional intelligence — as well as your ability to reframe situations, create possibility, and think 
expansively — will simultaneously enhance your ability to inspire and lead your team.

Our most important job as a leader is to create a group of satisfied, enthusiastic, optimistic, focused 
people with trust and faith in their leader, who are aligned with the owner’s vision and working on 
behalf of a future to which they are all committed. More than anything else, this is a leader’s job. Get 
that accomplished and everything else will fall into place.

Leadership is formed by how a person thinks, how focused, clear, and honest their vision is, how 
they speak to themselves and others, the culture they create and allow, and how well they coach and 
inspire others. This video series on Courageous Leadership is dedicated to helping you accomplish 
just that.  

The Lioness Principle

A lioness has a limited time in which to teach her cubs to hunt and survive. What she recognizes 
is that the cub already has all the instincts and capabilities to fulfill this role. Her job, then, isn’t to 
teach them to hunt. Rather, recognizing that they’re born with the instinct and knowledge to hunt, 
she creates an environment where she can tease out of them what they already know and show 
it to them. The Lioness Principle at its most fundamental level is leadership through a style of 
communication and empowerment that brings out instinctive greatness in ourselves and those whose 
lives we touch. The DBI training employs the Lioness Principle by creating an environment where 
you are reminded and reassured about what you already know and the instinctive, natural tools you 
already possess. You walked in the door with the absolute instinctive ability to lead other people, and 
this training will give you tools to help deepen and develop those leadership instincts. 
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Session Two: A Re-Envisioned 
Vision

4

Vision is not necessary for making money. You can certainly have a profitable business without it. 
However, if you want to create something special and extraordinary — something that people can 
specifically align with, rally around, and clearly follow — then you must have vision. Human beings 
respond to values, ideals, dreams, and exhilarating challenges…and we are drawn to clarity and 
repelled by confusion. It’s our nature. We will put out phenomenal efforts in an attempt to live up 
to the ideals of our organization, peer group, or society if we share those ideals and consider them 
worthy. Practices based on a set of worthy values, sound beliefs, and a compelling mission are laying 
the groundwork for extraordinary human effort. A vision for your practice provides a context within 
which people at all levels make decisions. It is difficult for members of a team to implement new 
strategies without first setting a guiding vision. Most practices lack clarity of vision and let crises, 
firefighting, and tactical decisions drive the company. Vision should drive strategy, which in turn 
should drive tactics — not the other way around. It’s all about alignment. Since it is the owner(s) of 
an organization who establishes the endeavor, takes on the risks of potential failure, and hopefully 
receives the ultimate profits if it succeeds, it is the owner’s prerogative and responsibility to define the 
business vision. For someone considering employment in that organization, it is necessary to ask this 
question: “Do my personal vision and values align with this corporate vision and values?” The answer 
to that question will determine whether that person is a good fit within that organization.

Notes:



Five Cornerstones of a Company Charter

Listed below are the five cornerstones to constructing a clear and inspiring corporate charter:

1. Purpose: Your company’s purpose is your “why.”  It answers why you exist as a company and 
clarifies why you do what you do.  It is a short, clear statement that helps people (team and clients) 
to understand what you do and why you do it.  

2. Vision: This is your “North Star.”  It answers the question “Where?”  Vision clarifies and describes 
where you’re headed within a certain amount of time; it’s what you’d like to become as a business. 
Vision is company-facing. Vision can be qualitative, quantitative, time specific, but must be just 
beyond reach in the near term. 

3. Mission: This is your “Map.” Mission answers “What?” The mission is what do we do or need to do 
for our customers to accomplish the vision. Mission is customer–facing. 

4. Brand and Cultural Values: Values act as your “Compass.”  They define your promises in terms 
of what you will deliver and expect, and how you will interact with your team and your customers.  
Values are the guiding principles, your own rules of conduct. When you’re building, operating, or 
managing your business, your values determine how you will behave – with clients and with one 
another. 

5. Strategy and Tactics: These are your “Marching Orders.”  Strategy answers “How?” Your strategy 
can be, for example, a plan to dominate the market or accomplish the mission in broad terms, 
such as low price, high quality, or expansive services. Tactics are the specific actions you will take 
to implement your strategies.  

Notes:
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Steps for Establishing Your Company Charter or Vision Statement:

Creating vision doesn’t have to be a grueling, or even a challenging, process. Its effectiveness 
isn’t determined by the length or the poetic beauty of it. For a vision to be effective, it must be: 

• Honest and true; not what you think others would write and not written as a marketing piece or 
specifically for customers. Pieces of our vision may be ultimately used for these purposes, but the 
initial development is to create clarity, inspiration, and alignment between the owner(s) and the 
team. 

• Written in clear, specific language in a compelling, passionate, and inspiring way.

• Remember you are writing your company’s charter first and foremost to bring clarity to you as 
an owner.  Secondly, you are writing it to create a document from which you can present your 
company’s future, culture, and strategies to your team.  

The following steps outline what to do to establish your own unique vision. 

• 1. Envision It. Close your eyes and ask yourself: “If I could build any kind of a business or practice 
in any way I wanted with no constraints of time, money, personnel, facility, or other limitations, 
what would my practice look like, feel like, and focus on? What and where would my facilities be? 
What kind of dentistry would we perform and on which kind of patients? What would the business 
be known for? Who would my team consist of — what kind of people, personalities, positions, and 
attitudes would they be? What would my income and profits be?

• 2. “Free Write” in the present tense. Starting is the hardest part. Just begin — you can polish later. 
Write random thoughts and descriptions as they come to you — and put them in the present 
tense — as if you are describing your current practice and your vision has already been achieved. 
Develop your vision from your heart and spirit, not intellectually (we’ll do that later!). Here are 
some items to consider (but don’t be limited by these): 

a. Quality of work 

b. Type of dentistry and patients you enjoy 

c. Pace of work 

d. Office environment 

e. Quality (and quantity) of team 

f. Service level you provide 

g. Community reputation 

h. Profitability 

i. Fun and enjoyment of the office 

j. Personal and professional growth for 
yourself and team members 

k. Contributions you make to patients, team 
members, and referring doctors.
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Now begin to organize it using the four steps below:

a. Purpose:  Answers the question, “Why?”  

i. Why does your business exist?  

ii. What does your company do, for whom, and why is it important?

b. Vision: Answers the question, “Where?” 

i. What business are you building? 

ii. Where are you going? What does it look like in 3, 5, or 10 years? I

iii. Refer to the list in #2 (Free Write) 

iv. Don’t let the “Cursed Hows” get in the way here! You don’t have to know exactly how; just 
dream! 

c. Mission: Answers the question, “What?” 

i. This is based in your core competencies and competitive differentiations. 

ii. What needs to change to accomplish the vision? 

iii. What are the gaps between today and the vision? 

iv. What do you need to do for customers to accomplish the vision? 

v. At a high level, what will you deliver and what problem will you solve for the marketplace as a 
business to ensure that the vision is realized?

d. d. Values: Answers the question, “Who?”

i.  Who are you going to be for your customers and for each other? 

ii. These are your rules of engagement, your code of conduct and your guiding principles. 

iii. Brand Values (Customer-Facing): 

• Who are we with our customers and the community? 

• What do you believe is critical to being able to deliver your service? 

• What are you committed to in terms of quality and service? 

• What do you stand for in your industry and for your clients? 

• What can clients count on and expect from this company and its owners? 

• Who will be a great fit as a client? 
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iv. Cultural Values (Team-Facing): 

• Establish what behavior is acceptable and expected, and what is not. 

• List how people are expected to act individually, with each other, with your clients and 
vendors, and with the community in general. 

• Who are we as a company? What makes this a great place to work? 

• Who are we as individuals? What do we stand for? 

• Who are we with each other? What do we encourage? What do we expect? 

• Who do you have to be or become to accomplish this vision? 

• Who will be a great fit as a shareholder or employee? 

• What do you believe is critical to being able to deliver your service? 

• What are you committed to in terms of team culture? 

• What do you stand for in your industry and for your employees and clients? 

• What can employees count on and expect from this company and its owners

e. Strategies and Tactics: Answers the question, “How?”   

i. This is the list of “to-dos” starting now and in the short-term that you’ll need to do to 
accomplish this vision. This is often determined with your entire team or, at the least, your 
core team...so that you tap into all the resources and creativity you have to determine the 
action steps. 

ii. Distinction: 

• Strategy:  your plan to dominate the market or accomplish the vision in broad terms (for 
example, low price, high quality, or expansive services) 

• Tactics:  these are the specific actions you will take to do this

Test it. Re-read it aloud to yourself. Does this vision excite and inspire you? Does it give you 
energy or leave you feeling tired or anxious? Ask yourself if it satisfies this statement: “If I 
could find a way to do (build) this, some of my biggest dreams would come true.” If not, rework 
it; possibly simplify it. Remember, there are no right answers — only wrong ones. Make it 
yours!
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Dental Practice Vision Example

Purpose:  Because we believe that everyone deserves a healthy, beautiful, and affordable smile, at XXXX Dental we 
specialize in high-quality restorative and cosmetic dental services for patients in the greater Philadelphia area delivered 
with an exceptional level of service and care.

Vision: In the next five years, we will:
• Be the recognized leader in our community for providing quality, value, and convenience in the delivery of dental 

services. 
• Grow from two to ten locations within the greater Philadelphia area.
• Our facilities will be high-tech, immaculately clean, modern, warm, relaxing, and comfortable for patients and team 

members.
 
Mission: Our mission is to deliver quality dentistry with high-level patient service at convenient locations with expanded 
hours, and in-house specialists including implants, orthodontics, endodontics, oral surgery, cosmetic and sleep dentistry.  

Brand Values:  
• We are committed to giving patients honest dental recommendations and quality dental care delivered by caring 

professionals who love their work.  
• We deliver this care at neighborhood locations with convenient hours and expanded services reducing the need to 

go elsewhere to complete treatment.  
• We will never diagnose a patient’s pocketbook, only their true dental health.  Our job is to present all dental and 

financial options and allow the patient to make their own informed decision based on fully-disclosed information.  
We will always respect a patient decision about their dental care.  

• Patients can count on us to stay at the forefront of technology and dental advances as well as providing expanded 
financial options to help them afford the care they need.

• We stand behind our work. 
• We value our patients and treat them like we would our own family members or friends. 

Cultural Values:
• We are a team of dental professionals who enjoy delivering care of which we are very proud.
• We retain highly-skilled, caring team members who are compensated at the top of their field in our area in terms of 

pay, benefits, and incentives.
• We employ team members who go beyond expectations for each other and for patients, take full-responsibility for 

becoming the best they can be in their positions, and find personal success through professional excellence.
• We believe no one on the team is above pitching in where needed, being polite, kind, and respectful, and making 

work enjoyable. 
• We acknowledge that we are human and will make mistakes.  We believe we should own our mistakes, learn from 

them, and avoid repeating them. 
• Honesty and integrity are non-negotiables. 
• We believe that gossip, negativity, and passing the buck have no place in our office. 
• We expect everyone to contribute to making the business successful. 
• We contribute every year to our community in a significant way and everyone is expected to participate. 
• We are committed to updating the skills of doctors and team members every year 

by attending top-notch continuing education courses, focusing not only on clinical 
skills, but also communication and teambuilding/leadership skills and everyone is 
expected to participate.

• We strive to exceed the expectations of the patients we serve and the team 
members we employ.  
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Purpose
Why do we exist?
Maven Meals is a prepared meal delivery company that provides a simple way for time & energy-
starved people to enjoy tasty, wholesome meals in minutes.

Vision
Where are we going?
By 2026, Maven Meals will be a household name & the gold standard for prepared meal delivery 
across the United States.

Mission
How are we going to get there?
Build a franchise program that trains & empowers people to operate their own Maven Meals kitchens 
in communities across the country while delivering, not only excellent food but also exceptional 
service that fosters loyalty & inspires goodwill.

Brand Values 
What are our external guiding principles?
• Fresh

• We believe in fresh, vibrant flavors that constantly change to expand our customers’ culinary 
experiences without needing to leave home.

• Tasty
• Every meal we deliver should taste like it was freshly prepared by hand for a loved one.

• Wholesome
• We are committed to using the highest quality, fresh & natural ingredients including wild fish & 

antibiotic, hormone-free meats.
• Superior Support

• It is a privilege to nourish our customers & our pleasure to earn their trust by answering any 
questions or concerns they have promptly & professionally.
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Cultural Values  
What are our internal guiding principles?
• Enriching Lives

• We believe that we are doing more than just making meals. We are providing dinner when 
a new mom has no energy to cook, nourishment for a cancer patient when nothing sounds 
good, or a meal across the miles from a kid who isn’t able to make dinner for their elderly 
parent. We are enriching our clients’ lives. 

• Empowered Employees
• We take pride in what we deliver & empower every employee to speak up if something isn’t 

perfect.
• Safety First

• Food safety is paramount to the health of our clients & is everyone’s top priority. 
• Tech Focused

• We are committed to leveraging the power of technology to increase productivity & be open to 
new options with an attitude of possibility.

• No Complaints
• Complaining is not productive. Rather there is an expectation to present problems with 

possible solutions.
• Attitude of Innovation

• New ideas are a sign of engagement & excitement at work. Innovation is celebrated & a 
willingness to try new things is compulsory.

• We are all Adults
• Mature adult behavior, appropriate language, personal accountability, self-leadership & team 

support is expected from every member of our squad.
• Be Respectful

• Respect yourself, your teammates & your workplace even when no one is paying attention. 
This means being on time, being prepared & fully engaging in the task at hand. 

• Have Fun!
• We are all interesting, fun, talented, unique individuals. Bring your best self to work every day. 

Be a role model in making Maven a fun & vibrant place to work!

Maven Meals Scope of Focus  
Over the years Maven has diversified its offerings, testing the waters of catering, retail, & unmanned 
retail smart fridges trying to find the most scalable solution for the business. After much testing, we 
have gone back to our roots & are more laser-focused than ever on meal delivery.  
• Meal Delivery

• Offer the highest quality, diverse meal delivery program available
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• Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Treats, & Pantry Staples
• Respond to customer calls & emails within 1 hour during business hours

• Franchise Development
• Recruiting & vetting the best franchise candidates
• Comprehensive kitchen & logistics training
• Ongoing oversight & mentoring to ensure franchisee success

• Software Development
• Continue to iterate on our initial version of Kumquat
• Add integrations with key software to automate & streamline workflows
• Challenge ourselves to think about how we might eliminate all manual processes

Future Goals for 2026 
Maven Meals will be a household name & the gold standard for prepared meal delivery across 
the United States by:
• Opening xxx franchise locations across the country
• Establishing a retail line of products for sale in grocery stores 
• Continuing to dominate the local Seattle market, to continue our growth rate of 35% year 

over year
• Centralizing dispatch & customer service for all Maven Meals kitchens

2021 Goals
• Move into our new Maven Headquarters by July
• Reach xxxxxxxxx in Revenue for 2021
• Award 5 franchises & have one open by the end of 2021

2021 Strategies
• Refresh customer-facing website 

• Individual product pages with additional information
• More product pictures
• Suggested pairings
• Product reviews

• Customer ability to edit their own orders
• Blog page for SEO optimization

• Increase average order value by 4% to xxxx
• Establish a comprehensive training program
• Complete additional Kumquat integrations

• QuickBooks
• Galley
• Develop a homepage dashboard

DBIonDemand.com
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• Increase awareness & use of our Loyalty Program
• Attract national media attention

2021 Tactics
• Hire a Director of Marketing by June 1st

• Manage & promote our loyalty program
• Manage & create custom email/SMS workflows
• Ad Management & strategy
• Blog content creation
• SEO/AdWords strategy
• Create franchise branding guide & marketing kit

• Launch a Freezer Menu 
• Value-adds for shoppers at a discounted price
• A way to move extra product that may otherwise get donated

• Fully transition Kim to the Director of Culture & Training Role
• Develop training videos, checklists & knowledge base tests
• Certify individuals as designated trainers for new staff & franchisees

• Work with PR Firm to get our story out to the right audience
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Session Three: Communicating 
Your Vision

Annual Team Calibration Retreats 
An Annual Team Calibration Retreat is a 1–2 day planned event designed to get the company’s 
leadership and team on the same page — to recalibrate the people within an organization to that 
organization’s vision, mission, and strategies. Ultimately, its objective is to drive strategy and business 
growth. Because the vision and direction of a company can shift or change, it is recommended 
that these retreats be held annually, scheduled well in advance. It’s often better to set up retreats 
annually on a fiscal calendar timeline, as opposed to that of a calendar year. It’s best to schedule 
these someplace off-site and out of the actual workplace, in an environment that fosters creativity. 
To make such an event successful, it’s important to plan well in advance and employ a professional 
facilitator to keep things on track. A typical agenda will cover vision review, new goals, challenges 
and opportunities, department reports, and teambuilding exercises. It will also celebrate wins and 
accomplishments. 

Powerful Leadership Presentations

It’s important to have a good vision, but how you articulate your vision will be a large determinant 
in how much buy-in you get from your team. So, remember that the goal is to be both clear and 
inspiring in your message. 

Here are some other points to remember about delivering a successful presentation: 

• Have — and communicate – clear expectations of yourself and your audience. 

• Portray confidence, but not arrogance. 

• Set the context before delivering the content; make it clear that now, we’re looking toward the 
future. 

• Don’t be overly detailed (stay out of the weeds). Instead, inspire your audience with a clearly 
articulated, positive, easy-to-understand vision. 

• Invite them to join, to become a part of fulfilling the vision. 

• Be relaxed, comfortable, and confident in your delivery; don’t be afraid to smile and make eye 
contact with your audience. The opposite of this would be to move around too much, appear 
anxious or nervous or too soft-spoken. 



Notes:

True greatness within a team happens when the leader consistently communicates in a way that 
continually clarifies the vision, outcomes, and culture they desire, and simultaneously inspires team 
members to want to support and follow their lead. But communication happens on far more than a 
verbal level alone. Body language, tone, and passion are some of the ways that humans communicate 
energetically, and these pieces are often more believable than the actual words we choose, especially 
if there appears to be any incongruency between the two.

The verbiage you use to articulate your vision to the team is made more believable when it stems 
from true beliefs. This is why using someone else’s words or trying to follow someone else’s vision 
is never as effective as a leader who speaks from the heart and reveals his or her true passion and 
authentic ideas. It is imperative that leaders first learn to recognize, examine, and challenge their 
underlying beliefs so that the words they speak will be delivered with strength and conviction, and the 
actions they take will be congruent with the words they’ve spoken.  
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Session Four: Team Meeting 
Structures

Team Meetings

You’ve probably attended too many meetings.  Worse yet, you’ve probably attended too many 
bad meetings!  The days of boring meetings which are scheduled simply for the sake of holding a 
meeting are over.  Gone are the days where any small business can afford to have meetings where 
production stops and people are disengaged, resistant, negative and very little, if anything, actually 
gets accomplished.  

There’s a new sheriff in town and it’s called Situation Specific Meetings.  The old “one-size-fits-all” 
approach is outdated and costly.  Some outcomes need a longer time frame to reach completion or 
they may need a series of shorter meetings specific to certain departments or individuals to be most 
effective.  

Here are six types of meetings that should be scheduled routinely:

1. Team Calibration Retreat (annually with the entire team)

a. Purpose: 

i. Drive strategy and business growth

ii. Unite or re-unite team around vision, mission, and strategies

b. Structure: 

i. 1-2 days off-site

ii. Advance preparation required

iii. Select a creative location

iv. Hire a professional facilitator
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c. Basic agenda:

i. Vision review

ii. New goals

iii. Challenges / opportunities

iv. Department reports

v. Teambuilding exercises

vi. Celebrate wins

2. Strategic Direction Meetings (quarterly with leadership team)

a. Basic Agenda

i. Good news report

ii. Numbers/goals

iii. Compare to initiatives and timelines from Calibration Retreat

iv. Adjust / align

v. Create projects for monthly business builder meetings

vi. (No business builder meeting this month)

3. Business Builder Meetings (monthly with entire team or practice team groups)

a. Scheduled first thing in the morning or beginning of afternoon (after lunch)

b. Scheduled out 12 – 18 months

c. 1-2 hours

d. Organizational materials needed:

i. Binder/Laptop

ii. Agenda/Minutes/Metrics

iii. Training /Project List

iv. Leader/Note-taker /Timekeeper
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e. Basic Agenda:

i. Start with Good News Report

ii. Review agreements from last meeting

iii. New business from the list

iv. End with review of new agreements

4. Business Builder Meetings (monthly with entire team or practice team groups)

a. Scheduled same time every week

b. Usually 15 minutes

c. Only discuss operational issues such as:

i. Vacation or work schedules

ii. Broken equipment

iii. Small system adjustments

iv. Updates

5. Morning Huddles (daily with practice teams

a. First thing every morning for 15 minutes

b. Review daily scheduled for:

i. Emergency time

ii. Opportunities with patients

iii. Personal updates about patients

iv. Patient flow issues

v. Chart review

vi. Daily focus message

6. Morning Huddles (daily with practice teams

a. Only as needed



How to Prepare for a Successful Meeting:

Create a Clear Agenda.  

a. Seek team input.  If you want your team engaged, ask them to contribute agenda items relating to 
the meeting objective that they feel are important and to give their reasons why.  If you decide not 
to put an item on the agenda, be sure to share your reasoning.  

b. Team topics only.  Nobody should have to attend a meeting that doesn’t affect them or their work.  
Only invite those who have a stake in the outcome of the meeting and only allow agenda items 
that effect each attendee.  

c. List topics as questions.  If you want attendees to some prepared with thoughts, ideas, and 
relevant information, don’t list “allocation of marketing budget” but rather offer a specific question 
such as, “To what sources, if any, should we allocate our marketing budget?”   This not only allows 
people to come prepared but also helps to keep discussions more on track (“I don’t see how 
your comment helps us answer our question?”) as well as to know clearly when the task and the 
meeting are complete.  

d. Identify the purpose of each topic question.  Is the goal of the agenda item to simply share 
information (maybe some have returned from a CE course on the issue or finished some 
research), to seek input from everyone to make a future decision, or is to make a final decision 
today?  If the purpose is to make a decision, state the decision-making rule.  If you are the formal 
leader, at the beginning of the agenda item you might say, “If possible, I want us to make this 
decision by consensus. That means that everyone can support and implement the decision 
given their roles on the team.  If we’re not able to reach consensus after an hour of discussion, 
I’ll reserve the right to make the decision based on the conversation we’ve had. I’ll tell you my 
decision and my reasoning for making it.”

e. Estimate realistic timeframes for each item.  We tend to habitually under-estimate the time 
necessary to complete an agenda item.  For example, if you have assigned 10 minutes to reach a 
decision about how to allocate marketing funds and you have 10 people attending the meeting, 
the math doesn’t add up.  You would be making a decision after each person had spoken and 
contributed for one minute each.  By stating the timeframe on the agenda, team members can 
either fit their comments to the time allowed or suggest early on that more time be allotted and 
why.  

f. Propose a process for addressing each item.  This one suggestion can significantly improve a 
meeting but most leaders rarely do it.  The process for addressing an item should appear on 
the written agenda. When you reach that item during the meeting, explain the process and seek 
agreement.  Example: “I suggest we use the following process. First, let’s take about 10 minutes 
to get all the relevant information on the table. Second, let’s take another 10 minutes to identify 
and agree on any assumptions we need to make. Third, we’ll take another 10 minutes to identify 
and agree on the criteria that should be met for any solution. Finally, we’ll use about 15 minutes 
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Notes:

to craft a solution that ideally considers all the criteria, and is consistent with our information and 
assumptions. Any suggestions for improving this process?”

g. Specify how attendees should prepare.  Distribute the agenda with adequate time for members to 
read any relevant research, data, or background information and to prepare their initial thoughts.  
Use the “Meeting Agenda Template” provided at the end of this section.  If you’re looking for 
suggestions in advance from the team on individual topics relating to the purpose of the meeting, 
then consider posting or distributing the “Meeting Agenda Planner.” 

h. Identify who oversees each agenda item.  It may make sense for someone other than the meeting 
leader to oversee a particular discussion or decision.  Make sure that person knows it ahead of 
time so they can be properly prepared.

i. Make the first agenda item “Review and modify the agenda as needed.”  If you’ve had this meeting 
scheduled for a while, new information or recent changes can affect the discussions.  This allows 
for that to be discussed up front before you waste any time.  

j. Make the last agenda item “Meeting process review.”  Giving 5-10 minutes at the end of the 
meeting to answer two questions will help you continuously improve the quality of your meetings.  
“What did we do well?”  and “What would we do differently for the next meeting?”  These questions 
may also be helpful:  

• Was the agenda distributed in time for everyone to prepare?

• How well did team members prepare for the meeting?

• How well did we estimate the time needed for each agenda item?

• How well did we allocate our time for decision making and discussion?

• How well did everyone stay on-topic? How well did team members speak up when they 
thought someone was off-topic?

• How effective was the process for each agenda item?



How to Run a Successful Meeting:

People know within about two minutes whether a meeting has the potential to be interesting and 
effective or whether it is more likely to be a big waste of time and boring as all get-out.  If you are the 
leader of a meeting, being strategic and bold at the start of the meeting will ensure that no time is 
wasted and, more importantly, attendees are actively engaged.  

1. Ground Rules.  If you’ve never created these with your team and formalized them, it is highly 
recommended that you do.  One set of ground rules for team culture and expected behaviors at 
meetings is all you need to hold people accountable and should last you a long time before you’ll 
need to revamp them.  If you have done it, remind attendees at the beginning of the meeting of 
them.  Too many teams go to the trouble to create ground rules for meetings and then never 
speak of them again.  Don’t overdo it, but pick one ground rule that you think will be particularly 
salient for your discussion.  Example: “I know we’re talking about some sensitive issues today.  Just 
a reminder that we’ve all committed to starting with a positive assumption about one another.”

2. Clear Purpose.  Make the purpose of the overall meeting clear.  Do not take this for granted.  
If you are leading this meeting make double sure attendees understand the purpose.  Clearly 
differentiate between idea-generation meetings and decision-making forums.  Separate meetings 
that are driving long-term strategies versus those driving short-term solutions and accountability.  
In other words, remind people what this meeting is not about.  Example: “This is our monthly 
business builder meeting.  We are working on the business today, not in it.  Any tactical or 
operational issues need to be tabled until Wednesday’s Operational Meeting, please.”  If the 
meeting has been called to reach a decision about an issue, be sure to state the decision criteria 
and process.  Specify whether everyone gets to vote or whether one person owns the decision 
and is looking for recommendations. Example: “Barbera owns this decision, so I’m going to ask 
Barbera to halt the discussion when she has what she needs to make the call.”

3. Good News Report.  In Operational Meetings and Annual Sessions particularly, start off with a 
“Good News Report” which allows and expects each member to bring at least one example of 
what’s working within the team and business.  Compliments or positive reviews from clients, 
achievement of a goal, mastery of a skill, completion of a task, even a thank you to a teammate or 
a positive news projection about the economy are great examples of good news.  This practice will 
keep your meetings from feeling like they are only a laundry list of what is not working.  

4. Modulate Contributions.  MIT did a study which showed that teams where a few people 
dominated the conversations were not nearly as successful as those who shared equal time 
among members.  Set the tone at the start of the meeting as to the level of participation you 
expect from the team.  Ask participants to modulate their contributions (either up or down) so 
that they take up about as much airtime as everyone else.  Ask that participants refrain from 
simply agreeing with one another.  Example: “I’m looking for different perspectives and new ways 
of thinking.  I’m going to move on if we’re all in agreement.”
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5. Reduce Passive-Aggressive Behavior.  One reason that meetings are so abhorred is that they 
tend to go on and on, but don’t expose the real problems that need to be solved. Many teams 
use the meeting-before-the-meeting and the meeting-after-the-meeting to surface the prickly or 
unpopular issues.  That makes the meeting itself a complete waste of time.  Address the risk of 
passive-aggressive behavior explicitly by asking that issues be addressed in the meeting, not after 
it.  It’s not a fail-safe approach, but calling out difficult or contentious discussions at the start of a 
meeting, and asking for people to share their points of view candidly, will increase the likelihood 
that you get the issues on the table rather than leaving them for hallway gossip later.

6. Be Careful of Roundtables.  By roundtable, I mean the portion of the meeting where each 
participant shares a status update.  Roundtables are notoriously bad for sucking up time, adding 
little value, and providing a platform for nervous team members to justify their paycheck.  If 
that’s what’s happening at your roundtable, get rid of it.  If, in contrast, you’re willing to redirect 
your roundtable to selectively address issues related to the agenda topic, then have at it.  Just be 
strict on the time limits and stop anyone who goes off topic.  Example: “It’s our quarterly strategic 
meeting, so the topic of the roundtable today is the one trend that is either exciting or frightening 
you.”

7. Plan for Overflow.  If I could choose one meeting effectiveness tip that would make almost every 
team more efficient it would be to schedule a regular overflow spot on the calendar.  Having a 
receptacle for the overflow prevents cramming at the end of meetings and reduces the likelihood 
that people’s time will be wasted on issues requiring only a small subset of the team.  Those items 
naturally move to the overflow spot when needed.

It’s a big responsibility if you are the leader of these meetings.  They’re expensive and time-consuming 
and totally worth every penny and each minute, if they are structured and facilitated well.  If you’re 
running the show, make sure your meeting makes a great first impression by focusing everyone on 
the unique value they’re supposed to be adding, emphasizing diversity of thought, and filtering out 
time-sucks.  Do that and you’ll find that your meetings earn a sterling reputation and actually help to 
get work done.

Notes:



Morning Meeting Checklist
• Copies of today’s schedule for every team member

• Pre-checked charts for all patients of record on today’s schedule

• Appointment Information Slips for all new patients on today’s schedule

• One copy of tomorrow’s schedule

• Yesterday’s production and collection numbers

• Month-to-Date production, collection and scheduling numbers

DBIonDemand.com

1. Today’s Schedule - Problem areas; Schedule changes           

2. Emergency and Catch-Up Time - Clinical Staff Dictates Preferred Times         

3. Next Two Available Production Blocks     /     

4. Next Two Available New Patient Blocks     /     

5. Review Today’s Patients for the following:

6. Review Today’s Patients for the following:

7. Review Today’s Hygiene Patients:

Patients Requiring:

a. Pending Treatment and 
Pre-approvals?

b. Teeth/Areas on Watch?

c. Birthdays?

d. Special needs?

e. Financial Concerns? Prior 
Balance? Today’s Financial 
Arrangements?

f. Signed Privacy Form?

g. Health History Update

h. Registration / Cell Phone 
Update

i. Pre-medication

a. Appointment Information 
Slips for New Patients

b. Emergency Patient 
Information

c. Before / After Photos or 
Intra-Oral Photographic 
Series?

d. Signed Dental Materials 
Fact Sheet

e. Informed Consent

f. Additional Documentation

a. Probings?   

b. Doctor exams (and timing)?   

c. X-rays?

d. Future PCE / FMX?

e. IOC exams     

f. Intra-Oral Photographic 
Series? 

8. Yesterday’s Schedule & Productivity - Did We Reach Daily Goal?       /              

9. Daily Goal for Today – Has it been Reached?  How Can We Help?       /              

10. Production and Collection             /        

                                             /                                             /                                             /                                             

11. Lab Cases Needed for Tomorrow?                 

12. Consults Ready for Next Three Days?                     

13. Any Team Member Needing a Little Help Today?  Anything to Celebrate?                          

14. Leadership Statement or Focus For The Day                     

Daily Goal

Daily Goal

Actual

Scheduled

Total Month Production Goal

MTD Production Goal  Production To Date MTD Collection Goal  Collection To Date 

Production Scheduled to Month End
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Meeting Agenda Planner

 
Type of Meeting:
      Operations          Business          Builder          Strategy          Overflow          Other _________________

Item #
Whose
Idea?

Suggested Discussion Item
Time 

Allotment
Items to Bring to 

Meeting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Meeting Date:       Team Members/Guests in Attendance:          

Start Time:                          

End Time:                          

Location:                          

Purpose:                          

Leader:                          

Recorder:                          

Time Keeper:                         

Guests:                          
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Meeting Agenda Planner

Type of Meeting:
      Operations          Business          Builder          Strategy          Overflow          Other ____________________

Action Items from Previous Meeting Person Assigned Progress

1

2

3

4

New Action Items Person Assigned Deadline

1

2

3

4

Agenda Items Preparation Proposed Process

1

Item: __________________________________________
Time Allotted: _________________________________
Purpose: ______________________________________
Leader: ________________________________________

2

Item: __________________________________________
Time Allotted: _________________________________
Purpose: ______________________________________
Leader: ________________________________________

3

Item: __________________________________________
Time Allotted: _________________________________
Purpose: ______________________________________
Leader: ________________________________________

4

Item: __________________________________________
Time Allotted: _________________________________
Purpose: ______________________________________
Leader: ________________________________________

5

Item: __________________________________________
Time Allotted: _________________________________
Purpose: ______________________________________
Leader: ________________________________________

Purpose of Meeting:                   

Date Time:             Leader:            

Attendees:                           
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Session Five: Creating a 
Purposeful Culture

Leaders Create a Culture Research shows that people change behavior more quickly and permanently 
when they understand the noble purpose and the ‘why’ behind what you are asking of them. They 
want to feel like they contribute, make a difference, have opportunity and impact, and are part of 
something meaningful. When we tap into that desire to make a difference, it’s transformative for a 
company and its employees. In the process, you, the leader, are also transformed. Average leaders 
create a culture on accident. In contrast, great leaders create a purposeful culture that includes these 
characteristics: 

• A compelling noble purpose and a clear business vision 

• Strategies for implementation and systems structure to support the strategies 

• Growth and development of self-directed leaders 

• Accountability 

• The ability for all team members to have crucial conversations 

• Opportunity and prosperity 

• Honesty and trustworthiness 

• Enjoyment and satisfaction.

Great leaders essentially operate from a different perspective or belief structure than non-leaders. 
They see possibility where others see dead-ends. They get different answers because they ask 
different questions. Most of the results and outcomes achieved — or not achieved — by leaders 
rest on the leader’s answers to quality questions such as those stated in the Leadership Perspective 
column on the next page.
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How do you frame your reality?

                

                                           

   

Are you optimistic or pessimistic about the future?

                

                                       

   

From what beliefs do you operate?

                

                                                       

   

Who do you hold responsible for your situation(s) or outcomes?

                

                                                       

   

How do you view and react to mistakes or imperfections made by yourself or others?

                

                                                       

   

How do you process and reconcile feelings concerning inadequacy, fear, disappointment, breaches 
of trust, frustration, or being overwhelmed?

                

                                                         

  



Steps to Thinking Like a Great Leader

Great leaders are aware and continually mindful of the underlying emotional platform from which 
they will make important decisions or engage in crucial conversations with their clients, team 
members, or stakeholders.

Here are four steps to help you shift that emotional platform for yourself to form and inform the 
decisions you make and the words you speak.  

Step 1: Take Responsibility

The good news — and bad news — is that, for the most part, the results we achieve are ultimately an 
outcome of decisions we have made, or not made, in our life. One thing great leaders do is accept full 
responsibility for their results, good or bad. Taking responsibility for things that are not working in 
our business plan and in our practice (and arguably, our life) is the sign of a person who is not a victim 
to circumstances but rather one that is empowered, intentional, and in full control of their destiny. 
Almost all our dissatisfaction or frustration with outcomes can ultimately be traced back to something 
(or someone) we’re tolerating, ignoring, or in which we are participating.

Great leaders don’t blame the economy, events, or other people for their results. Also, great leaders 
understand that the responsibility ultimately lies with them to learn from their mistakes, grow from 
the challenges, and continue to lead the way forward.
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Step 2: Challenge Your BS (Belief Systems)

We all operate from a set of beliefs that form our decisions, frame our conversations, and — more 
importantly — determine possibilities. We believe certain things are right or wrong, good or bad, 
possible or impossible, available or unavailable; all of those beliefs strongly influence the possibilities 
we have at our disposal. Begin to recognize your belief structures and practice the discipline of 
challenging them at every turn.

You won’t always change your beliefs. However, when you challenge them, you have access to all the 
possibilities that are not available to you when you already believe you have the answer.

Step 3: Operate from “The Flow”

This is where responsibility and belief systems intersect for great leaders. Some business people 
might seem to make all the right decisions, have the best timing, hire the most talented people, and 
attract the greatest success. However, they are generally not more intelligent, endowed with more 
resources, or just “luckier” than anyone else. More often, they operate from what we call “The Flow.” 
Imagine you are a cork floating effortlessly along in a beautiful river. When you occasionally come 
upon a boulder in the middle of the river, you maneuver around or over it without much trouble, 
carried along by the current. Next, imagine that a small weight attaches to you and begins to pull you 
down, creating more drag through the water. You would still float along but your progress is slower. 
The heavier the weight, the slower the progress.

Eventually, with enough weight, you would get stuck on the edge of the river, mired in the mud; your 
progress would slow to a strenuous crawl, if not stop all together. This river represents all the things 
you are striving for and desire to have, in life and in business. The weights are both the limiting beliefs 
that hold you back and limit your potential, as well as the possibilities. As life and everyday business 
unfolds, all leaders get pulled down or “popped out” of the river. The great ones quickly recognize 
they’re being pulled down or have actually popped out; they then quickly cut the cord of the limiting 
belief and get themselves right back in The Flow.

KEY INSIGHT

The Flow: Before they speak, leaders must learn to realign themselves first on a strong 
internal emotional platform prior to and from which they will make all important 
decisions and engage in any crucial conversations.



Here’s why this analogy matters to leaders. The quality of the decisions you make and the conversations 
you have with others will differ depending on the emotional platform you’re standing on internally. In 
other words, whether you are presenting your business plan to a group of investors, interviewing a 
prospective employee, delivering your vision to your team at an annual meeting, having a disciplinary 
discussion with a team member, or negotiating a lease on a new building; your confidence, word choice, 
demeanor, quick responses, and reactions to the ultimate outcome will be strongly influenced by the 
internal emotional platform from which you are operating.

Remember, your people are watching and learning from you, both directly and indirectly. Over 
time, developing and attracting a large group of professionals that all operate in a similar way is an 
unstoppable combination — one which, to competitors, often looks a lot like luck or some other unfair 
advantage.

How do you know for sure whether you are in or out of this flow and operating from a strong emotional 
platform? You know by the way you feel. The emotions and feelings in your gut are your internal 
barometer for whether you are in or out. If you are feeling fearful, worried, resentful, frustrated, 
pessimistic, angry, judgmental, jealous, threatened, stuck, anxious, or any other negative emotion… 
you’re out! If, on the other hand, you’re feeling positive, optimistic, secure, excited, creative, benevolent, 
empowered, calm, expansive, generous, forgiving, or any other positive emotion…you’re in! Your job as a 
leader is to be in more than you’re out.

Step 4: Have Tools to Get Back In

Get ready, because life WILL pop you out of The Flow — sometimes multiple times a day! When it 
does, your job as a leader is to get back in quickly and remain as long as possible. It’s a practice and a 
developed discipline.

And the best defense is a good offense, so be ready with some personal tools so that when you recognize 
you’re out, you’ve already developed the muscle of getting right back in. These tools are highly individual, 
but a few might include a personal list of quotes that re-center you, a professional coach or colleague 
you can call, or a brisk walk with a particular music playlist that clears your head and puts you back in the 
driver’s seat.

We’re going to look closely at how great leaders communicate next, but it’s critical that you can position 
yourself at a moment’s notice on your strongest emotional platform before you formulate your 
communications to be the most effective, have the greatest impact, and set the best example for your 
people to follow.
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Session Six: Courageous 
Conversations

Managing the Gift of Conflict

I’ve heard it said that the only way to deepen and strengthen any relationship is if both parties 
address and manage conflict. If this is true, then most of us are in deep trouble because we tend to 
avoid conflict at all cost, or we seek it out and are relatively bad at finding a peaceful and satisfying 
resolution.

What if we looked at conflict as the only road to developing meaningful and lasting relationships. Is it 
possible that someone could actually look forward to and positively embrace the idea of conflict? 

We live in a society that seems to chronically avoid conflict. We have a definite aversion to it, primarily 
because our belief is that it will be hard and uncomfortable with a high likelihood of the conversation 
not ending well. For most of us, conversations that revolved around disagreement or unmet 
expectations have historically been experienced as adversarial, unsatisfying, and unsuccessful, often 
resulting in hurt feelings, broken relationships, and increased anger. Even when it does end with a 
resolution, it’s common for one of the parties to feel like they got the raw end of the deal. It often 
seems to conclude with both parties having dug into their positions even further or wishing they had 
just kept their mouths shut.
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Most of us aspire to be good communicators and personal leaders in our professional and personal 
lives. We want to be good examples for our children, families, colleagues, and communities about 
how to create our own success and a life of our own choosing. We would never want to support the 
notion of operating as victims of chance or feeling powerless in our relationships. If you aspire to 
be a good leader, then learning to manage conflict in a healthy, powerful, and predictable way is an 
essential, non-negotiable skill. No one becomes a truly great leader without it.

Conflict is bound to be present if a team or group has more than one person on it. There are bound 
to be situations, expectations, and disagreements that need to be handled when human beings work 
and live together. Unresolved conflict, and the feelings and behaviors it subsequently creates, can 
have a huge negative impact on productivity, efficiencies, and personal levels of satisfaction at work 
and at home. People and teams who learn to navigate conflict and address issues quickly, maturely, 
and fairly, have higher levels of productivity and enjoy their work much more.

So, how do we learn to embrace and manage the conflict that will inevitably show up in our work and 
lives? Here are a few helpful tips on how to improve your conflict resolution skills and coach others to 
up their game as well.

Getting Ready for Conflict

Shift Your Mindset:  First, we must shift our mindset around the whole idea of conflict and reframe 
it as an opportunity for our own personal growth and for improving our levels of influence and 
communication.  When you develop better conflict resolution skills, you’ll have more success and less 
failures.  This heightened success will ultimately support less avoidance and more embracing (dare I 
say, more enjoyment) of these conversations.  

Remember, our feelings stem from our beliefs and from what we believe to be true.  It’s unlikely that 
your belief is a shared belief or that it is the only truth.  If a belief is challenged, other possibilities 
often emerge and feelings almost always change as a result.  

Notes:
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Set Your Intentions: By getting yourself on a strong and stable emotional platform and being 
intentional about what you want to accomplish and who you want to be in the process, you’ll be much 
more likely to respond appropriately and guide the conversation toward a resolution.  Everyone 
comes into these types of conversations with a personal agenda.  What’s yours?  Give some thought 
to what it is that you really want to accomplish.  This may sound elementary or even trite but it’s 
surprisingly important and massively helpful in not only getting resolution but also strengthening 
your conflict management muscle.  Here’s what I mean:

1. Check in with yourself. Get yourself centered. Relax into the process, trust yourself, and breathe.

2. Check your need to be right. Are you more interested in finding a solution that works for both 
parties, or are you solely married to your own idea or solution?

3. Is there only one right answer? Sometimes there is. But more often, if you’re open to it, it can 
be surprising what creative solutions can come for those who enter the conversation truly open to 
exploring all creative solutions.

4. What is most important to you in terms of resolution? Being clear on the non-negotiables is 
helpful in determining where there is room to explore alternative ideas.
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5. Are you anticipating and expecting a successful outcome? We typically find what we’re looking 
for.  Be sure you go into the conversation with confidence that you’ll find your way, discover a 
solution, and at the very least, leave with some new understanding and/or personal growth from 
the experience.  In other words, have absolute faith that both of you will walk away better for this 
conversation than you were before, no matter the outcome. 

6. Are you set to actually enjoy the process? Similar to #4, setting the intention to enjoy the 
unfolding and learn valuable lessons from the process is a huge shift for most of us.  As a speaker, 
I used to avoid taking audience questions for fear that someone might disagree with me or debate 
me in front of the group.  Once I practiced and eventually mastered the skills to manage the 
potential conflict, I actually found myself being disappointed when it didn’t show up in the room.  
In other words, I was actually looking forward to the opportunity to continue to practice my newly 
perfected skills each time someone raised their hand.  Enjoy the process of your own growth.  

7. If you walk away empty-handed, will you still be okay? The first rule to successfully negotiating 
anything is the ability to see yourself walking away empty-handed and being just fine. It takes 
some personal confidence and faith, but if you go into the conversation with the knowledge that 
they will be okay and you will be okay if you don’t reach a resolution, then you will project that 
confidence throughout the conversation.

Notes:
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Listen First: We’ve heard before about the value of active listening, but we rarely avail ourselves of 
the advantages.  That’s unfortunate because there is so much to be gained, learned, and avoided by 
listening first and talking second.  To utilize this tool, listen with these things in mind:

1. Listen with intention and be truly curious.  Explore with questions until you feel that you fully 
understand the other person’s position and perspective.

2. Listen for the opportunities for a win/win and a “both/and” solution rather than an “either/or” 
ultimatum.  In other words, listen for ways that you can both get want you want (this and that) 
versus either this or that.

3. Listen for the clues to what this person truly cares about and to that which they are committed. 

4. Listen with compassion and non-judgment.  

5. Listen to simply “get it” … just try to appreciate their point of view even if you don’t agree with it. 

6. Be mindful of your body language (which stems from what you believe).  If you disagree, 
remember that listening isn’t about agreement, it’s about understanding fully so you can move 
forward.

Notes:



Timing is everything: Be sure this is the best time and place to have the conversation.  Timing is 
everything. Privacy and a feeling of safety is paramount to producing a good outcome.  Sometimes 
the end of the day when everyone is tired and ready to go home is not the best environment.  Certain 
environments communicate a hierarchy or positions of power which can inadvertently create a sense 
of insecurity and fear.  Pick the place and time wisely.  

Agreement-Based Resolutions: Once you’ve properly set your intentions, you’ll be ready to move 
into the actual conversation.  Most conflicts, upsets, or negative feelings toward another person 
typically stem from either a missing agreement between the parties or an agreement that has been 
broken.  It stands to reason that if we are going to discuss the conflict and reach a resolution, we 
must look for where we need to create or clarify an agreement about what the future will look like 
relative to the issue at hand.  Keep this in mind as you move forward and consider these “rules of 
engagement”:

1. Refuse to talk “backwards.”  No two people will likely remember the past the same way so it 
makes no sense and serves no purpose to spend time rehashing what got you here.  You’re here 
and the best use of your time is to spend it creating a new future.  Even if the other person is 
insistent on reliving the past (and you disagree with their memory), be committed to redirecting 
the conversation to the creating a different and better future. 

2. Everyone is “at choice.”  People don’t have to do anything.  However, they may have to improve, 
change, or accept certain things to continue to be on the team, work for the business, manage 
certain responsibilities, continue the relationship, or receive particular benefits.  Make sure 
that your conversation reassures them that you have full trust and faith that they will make the 
decision that is best for them and that you and they will be okay either way this goes.  

DBIonDemand.com
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Notes:

3. Speak to the behavior, not the person:  Assuming we are talking about reasonable people, 
most of us want to do well, get along, and be helpful.  Assuming the best in people is important 
in conflict management so steer clear of personal judgments, blame, or accusations.  Focus your 
conversations more on what works vs what doesn’t work or on what is in alignment vs out of 
alignment (with regard to values or vision).  

4. Create a bridge with the ARCH system:  After you’ve introduced the topic, asked for their 
perspective relative to it and listened intentionally to their answers, you’ll be ready to dive into 
making a new request of your own.  This system may help guide you:
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“A” is for Agreement and Acknowledgment

Look for places you agree relative to the issue and start your conversation from there.  “Lindsey, one 
of the things I most appreciate about you is your ability to get things done so efficiently.  I want to talk 
to you about a concern I have for how we are handling the duties at the close of the day.  Would it 
be fair to say that we both want to go home as close to 5:00 as possible to get on to our families and 
our lives at home? (Yes, of course.)  Great, then I’d like to discuss our end-of-day closing procedures 
with you and see if we can come up with a new way of sharing those duties so that we both get out on 
time.  I have some ideas, and I’d be open to any that you have as well.”  

“R” is for Request  

This is where you’ll make a request, share an idea, or suggest a new agreement or request an idea 
from them.  If neither one of you has an idea or solution, then the request can be to tap into an 
outside resource or third-party mediator for help in finding a resolution. One word of caution:  Do not 
connect these first two steps with the word “but.”  It effectively erases what you said in the first step.  
Use the word “and” instead.  “Lindsey, one of the things I most appreciate about you is your ability to 
get things done so efficiently and I’d like to talk to you about how we might improve our end-of-the-
day closing procedures…”  You can imagine how much different that sentence would sound if I had 
used “but” instead of “and.”  
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“C” is for Clarify  

Most people, if they can find their way to a solution, simply stop there.  But, it’s a very dangerous 
place to conclude your conversation.  Be sure to clarify any new agreements or solutions that you 
think you reached.  You’ll be surprised how many times both parties heard something slightly 
different which can sabotage any hopes of the solution actually working. 

“H” is for Hope  

If you’re here… you’ve earned it.  Leave the conversation with gratitude, appreciation, and hope.  
“Lindsey, thank you for taking the time to talk this over with me.  It means a lot to me, and I’m very 
optimistic about our plan moving forward.  And, even if it doesn’t prove to be successful, I’m more 
optimistic than ever that we’ll come back together and find something that will.” 

People are most likely to emerge from any conversation as a leader if they are the ones can articulate 
the reality of a situation without the need to blame, judge, or threaten.  The world is hungry for good 
leaders… around the boardroom table and around the dinner table.  Getting better at managing the 
conflict that is inevitable is not only good for you… it’s good for your team, your clients, your family, 
and the world at large.  Be the change you want to see.

Notes:
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Session Seven: Coaching and 
Growing Your People

Work Institute 2019 Retention Report:

• 65% of workers would rather have a better boss or work experience than a pay raise

• 82% of workers don’t trust or believe in their boss

• 50% of workers quit because of their managers

• Only 6% of U.S. workers say they love their job

• Only 34% of U.S. workers are engaged 

Work Institute 2019 Retention Report:

• What employees value:

• Flexibility / work-life integration vs. work-life balance

• On-going training vs. only at on-boarding

• Collaborative teams vs. competitive departments

• Frequent feedback and regular coaching vs. annual reviews

Based on these statistics and trends, it is clear that leaders who are successful in the future will coach 
their employees to high performance rather than operating from the antiquated supervisory model.  
A coaching model guides and leads rather than demands and disciplines.  Without coaching and 
regular feedback, only 34% of workers are engaged… meaning only 34% are actively involved in the 
company’s initiatives, creatively solving challenges, and interested in the company achieving its vision 
and goals.  However, with regular feedback and coaching, that percentage rises to almost 80%!  

To coach your leadership team and teach them to use coaching to grow their direct reports, set up a 
system of regular meetings called Growth Conferences which do not involve salary or compensation 
discussions but are focused on growth and advancement of skills for both the employee and leader.  
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Traditional performance reviews are usually based on numerical rating systems, qualitative 
assessments, or combinations of the two.  Although these systems are supposed to be objective, they 
are actually quite subjective.  Differences in job content and evaluators can often make an enormous 
difference in the way an employee is evaluated.

We strongly encourage the use of a goal-oriented growth conference system.  In this way, the doctor 
and the team member agree on objectives at the time of the conference, then evaluate the progress 
made toward those objectives at the following appraisal.  

There are several advantages to this system:

1. By allowing the team member to participate in establishing objectives, they more enthusiastically 
accept the responsibility of meeting these goals because they feel a sense of ownership in them.

2. This system is very clear about precisely what is necessary to achieve these goals, making it easier 
for the team member to achieve them.

3. Even though this method is largely qualitative, it eliminates the subjectivity problems inherent in 
numerical rating systems.  The objectives are either met or they are not.

As these growth conferences are performed in your business, keep the following points in 
mind:

1. Maintain consistent frequency - growth conferences should be regularly scheduled on an 
annual basis and performed more often on an as-needed basis.

2. Use your growth conference form as a guide.

3. Start with the positive - Avoid statements such as, “I think you’re doing a fine job, but ...”  
followed by a long list of negatives.  Issue praise freely, using specific examples and avoiding 
generalities.

4. Always be impeccably fair

• Be consistent.  Don’t criticize a deficiency in one team member while accepting it in another.

• Always use specific examples to support your conclusions.

• Base your conclusions and use only examples from the current appraisal period. 
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5. Avoid accusations - Use more questions. For example: 

“You’re doing the same thing all over again.  You’re all bogged down and nothing is getting done 
on time.”

VS.

“How do things get so bogged down?  What do you think can be done to correct the situation?”

6. Establish early in the conference where you both agree in terms of what the employee is 
doing well and where they need improvement. 

7. Set goals together.

8. Allow other team members to anonymously participate in the growth conference process - 
This allows co-workers who may work more closely with the team member to contribute valuable 
information to the manager, both positive and negative.  All information should be objectively 
filtered through the manager prior to the conference.  

Notes:
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Memorandum

Date:       

To: All Team Members

From:                                                

RE: Growth Conference for:                        

A growth conference for       has been scheduled for     at 

     .  

Please note below your comments, positive or negative, concerning their performance for the time period of 

      .  Use specific examples whenever possible.

You are asked not to sign your name to this form and return it to my desk no later than

      .

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Growth Conference
(Employer Form)

Date:       

Employee Name:                    

Manager Conducting Appraisal:                  

What is your employee doing well?

1)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                         

2)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                        

3)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                        

3)        

Example:               

               

Example:               
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In what ways should he or she improve?

1)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

               

                        

2)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

               

                       

3)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

               

                       

4)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

               

                       

Action Plan: (Complete at Growth Conference)  Next Review Period:               

1)                

                     

2)                

                     

3)                

                     

4)                

                     

Employee Signature:                        
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Growth Conference
(Employer Form)

Date:       

Employee Name:                    

What do you feel you do particularly well?

1)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                         

2)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                        

3)        

Example:               

               

Example:               

                        

3)        

Example:               

               

Example:               
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In what ways should you improve your performance?

1)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

                       

2)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

                       

3)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

                       

4)        

Specifically, this person will have to:           

                       

What are your personal goals? 

In your position: 

               

                     

In your position: 

               

                     

In your position: 

               

                     

In your position: 

               

                     



As a leader, manager, and employer:

1) You do these things particularly well:

               

                     

                     

2) These things would help me be a better employee or help me do my job better: 
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Action Plan: (Complete at Growth Conference)  Next Review Period:               

1)                

                     

2)                

                     

3)                

                     

4)                

                         

Employee Signature:                        

 

Manager Signature:                        
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